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Reshaping Charts While both PowerPoint and Keynote are well suited for displaying charts, PowerPoint can perform better and can be used for several different chart styles, including histograms and spider diagrams. You can perform several actions with a chart on either PowerPoint or Keynote. For example, you can crop, insert text,
and apply effects. However, PowerPoint has very limited options for placing shapes, text, and other objects on a chart. The effect of a shape that you place is always the same: It looks as if it has always been on the chart. You can resize shapes, rotate them, and crop them, but if you change their position on the chart, they revert

back to their original positions. With PowerPoint, it's easy to create a totally different chart appearance, but it's difficult to change the shapes' original position. You can get more information about making presentations with PowerPoint at `www.microsoft.com/office/powerpoint/products/home.aspx`. Keynote enables you to vary the
presentation's look and feel more freely. For example, you can add an image to a chart in Keynote; you can resize and reposition it; and you can even crop it. You can even edit any graphic in Keynote, including text, colors, and arrows. You can also import and insert other content in Keynote, including images. You can get more

information about creating presentations in Keynote at `www.apple.com/keynote`. ## Pasting and Linking Moving from one file or document to another requires the program or interface to support saving information to files and linking files. For example, you can import a photo to a photo editor and then save it to your hard drive or
upload the photo to a web page for others to view. You can upload a PDF to a web site so people can read it; you can save a link to a file on a web site; you can send an image file as an attachment in an e-mail; and you can save a live video to a file so that people can use it in an application, such as the Keynote or PowerPoint. Here

are the basic steps for these tasks: 1. **Click the Import button in the drawing window, or choose Edit ⇒ Paste to insert the image.
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Photoshop: Basic and Advanced Before we begin, make sure you have the right version for your computer. Only Photoshop CS3, CS5 or later are compatible with the Windows version. Photoshop has two features, a basic version and an advanced version. We’re going to go through this basic version, which is also known as Photoshop
Elements. Basic Photoshop for beginners is not a substitute for a decent graphics tablet such as the Wacom Intuos or Cintiq. But if you have a mouse and a basic understanding of photo editing, using this program will make your editing experience a lot easier. First, click on the New Image (or New from Clipboard) icon, and a new
window appears. Next, drag your photo to this window to open it. Now that we have a new image, it’s time to edit it. But first, we have to crop it. Click once on the Crop tool, and then drag and drop the selection box over the area of the photo you want to crop. When you’re done, click inside the selection box to select that area for

cropping. In the next part, you’ll work with the Move tool. If you hold down the Alt key, you can move the photo around; if you hold down the Shift key, the image will resize. With the Move tool selected, drag and drop it over the area you want. You can resize the image by hitting Ctrl+T. The next step is to add text. You can do this in
three ways: Crop the photo to the size of the text using the Zoom tool (which is our third tool), and then use the Type tool to apply your font and text; Paste a text layer into the photo, and then change the layer’s type to “Text” and then select the text you want; Add text directly onto a layer without using a text layer. You can also
resize the text by pressing Ctrl+T. Finally, play with the Sharpen tool. When you click, it increases the contrast in your image. Move the photo around again, if you feel like it. To delete a photo, simply click once on it; to copy a photo, click once on it, and then drag the image to your desktop; to save a photo, click on the Save Image

icon, save the 388ed7b0c7
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There are so many ways to make money. Some are instant, some are long-term, but they all have their pros and cons. Some ways are better in some respects, others in others. To give you a taste, we’ve compiled a list of some of the different ways to make money online. 1. Stripe Stripe is one of the easiest ways to make money
online. Unlike most of the other methods, it is an instant way to make money because your expenses are kept to a minimum. Stripe allows businesses to sign up for its service for free. Once registered, you can either create a free account, or you can set up a paid subscription if you want to make more money. For free signups, you
make $100 per month, per business that you invite. Paid plans start at $300/month, so it’s easy to see why you want to become a business owner. Currently, Stripe has 28% of the US payments market. The company currently makes about $47 per minute and has raised $67 million. Paid merchants receive an average of $17 per
transaction. 2. Upwork Upwork is not as straight-forward as Stripe. If you’re looking for a long-term affiliate income, Upwork can be a useful way to build up a portfolio of affiliate programs that you can join. Upwork gives you a wide selection of clients. You can start by searching for jobs on Upwork and posting a job. There are also a
number of ways for you to earn commissions on Upwork. You can join Upwork’s affiliate program and earn a commission on any of their affiliate programs. There’s also a platform called Liquid where you can sell your skills as an independent contractor. There are a lot of interesting skills you can sell, including product testing,
writing, social media marketing, and coding. 3. Wealthy Affiliate Wealthy Affiliate is one of the most popular affiliate programs out there, especially when it comes to business owners who are looking to create a lucrative internet business. Wealthy Affiliate is a 100% free affiliate program that’s also cheap to get into. Unlike other
affiliate programs, you don’t need to sign up for their service or join their network. When you create your account,
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In the News Beacon Hill Mayor’s Race: The race for mayor in the state’s first battleground district continues to get contentious. The latest development in the mayoral race took place when the independent candidate for mayor in the first-in-the-nation Boston City Council special election, Kim Janey, published a lengthy video in
support of her opponent, State Rep. Joe Kennedy, over the Labor Day weekend. The mayor’s race in the first battleground district has been the focus of some attention on Beacon Hill in recent months as the seat is considered a battle ground for one of the two major political parties in the state. In light of the ongoing controversy,
the race for Beacon Hill mayor has been a hot topic of discussion on Beacon Hill. The fact that the special election in the first battleground district is taking place shortly before the next general election has added further intrigue to the race for mayor in the state’s first battleground district. Beacon Hill Mayor Race: The race for
Beacon Hill mayor continues to generate some debate on Beacon Hill. A mayoral candidate in the first battleground district in the state has indicated that she intends to run for reelection in the face of allegations of corruption. Over the last few months, there has been a number of allegations against current Beacon Hill mayor Jim
Dominici, who ran unopposed last year for reelection. Beacon Hill Mayor Race: There has been controversy over Jim Dominici’s alleged misconduct as Beacon Hill mayor. The race for Beacon Hill mayor is getting some attention on Beacon Hill these days as the race has been heating up with a new poll showing Attorney General
Martha Coakley leading in the Beacon Hill mayoral race. With the new poll, Coakley may have the momentum on her side as the race for Beacon Hill mayor continues to heat up. Beacon Hill Mayor Race: The race for Beacon Hill mayor has heated up in recent weeks. With the emergence of former Boston Mayor Thomas Menino in the
race for Beacon Hill mayor, it is getting interesting. The controversy over Boston City Councilor Matt O’Malley’s clash with Boston Mayor Tom Menino while he was running in the special election in January for the seat on Beacon Hill is still making headlines in Boston as the City Councilor is being portrayed as anti-Boston Mayor Tom
Menino. Beacon Hill Mayor Race: O’Malley’s clash
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